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C H A P T E R 2

Relational Data
One look at relational data and the scenario resembles those offices with vast piles of documents
organized in archives. The documents in our analogy illustrate the tuples and the archives the
tables in a relational database. Relational databases superseded paper archives allowing the con-
venient categorization of a significant amount of information. The exploration of such databases
relies on declarative languages, such as SQL [Codd, 1970], which appear complicated at the eyes
of non-expert users.

In the relational world, a database can represent a shoe store, the shoes the single items
or tuples in the database, while a user’s desired shoes is a tacit SQL query on such database. A
question emerges: could the database be smart enough to recognize which shoes the customer
wants without the need to specify all the detailed characteristics? Example-based approaches
are an expressive mean to solve complex tasks, such as recovering an implicit user query, guiding
users toward answers of interest, and inferring mapping-rules between database schemas.

Example 2.1 Consider the case of a sales manager, Jodi, working for Brand X. Brand X in-
tends to automatize the process of finding high-quality customers, employees, and collaborators.
Defining complex queries for such tasks requires thorough database expertise. Moreover, each
time new datasets are added in the database of Brand X, the queries need to be adapted. The
questions Jodi needs to answer are: How can I formulate complex queries knowing only a few
names of past customers (e.g., how can I find other companies selling similar products) (Sec-
tion 2.2)? How can I import and integrate a new dataset of potential customers (Section 2.3)?
How can I remove duplicates and errors from our database (Section 2.4)?

Such approaches reminisce provenance and data lineage [Buneman et al., 2004, De, 2012]
(Herschel et al. [2017] published a recent survey on provenance). Provenance keeps track of
and tries to reconstruct the query that generates a table, a view, or a set of results. To some
extent, provenance is an example-based approach in which the user has to provide the complete
result of a query as input. Despite the similarity between the two tasks, we note that provenance
entails an exhaustive description of the result for analytics purpose, while users often provide
incomplete and inaccurate specifications.

Another line of research focuses on why-not queries [Tran and Chan, 2010] which takes
as input a query whose result is missing some item, and the task is to understand and provide
explanations about the missing item. Why-not queries are useful analysis instruments in which
examples help to reformulate the current query to obtain the desired result set. It follows that
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12 2. RELATIONALDATA
why-not queries also relate to query refinement [Mottin et al., 2013] and reformulation [Chaud-
huri, 1990]. However, the aforementioned problems require a fully specified, albeit imprecise,
query from the user which is usually not provided in the cases we study.

Exploring Relations: The relational model is a flexible representation for structured data
with a predefined structure. Yet, its flexibility comes to the price of intuitiveness for the
user. Its principal declarative query language, SQL, is not within just anyone’s reach and
requires expertise and understanding of the underlying model.

Data exploration of relational datasets is a vital paradigm to retrieve informationwhen
we are not sure of what we are looking for [Idreos et al., 2015]. Such tools significantly im-
prove the usability of systems and adaptivity toward new queries [Idreos et al., 2007], and
adapt to vague information needs. On a similar vein, examples provide an intelligible man-
ner for describing complex tasks without the aid of complex declarative query languages.
Complex tasks, such as query formulation, schema mapping, and entity matching become
suddenly intuitive and pleasant.

Exploration methods for relational data start from tuples, tuple pairs, or example
datasets to perform the task above in a more instinctive and comprehensible fashion.

This chapter introduces example-based approaches for relational data, with an intended
focus on reverse engineering queries (Section 2.2), which aids the user in query formulation. Sec-
tion 2.3 turns the attention to schema mapping, a specialized and complex task which requires
usually specific skills and tools, such as Clio [Fagin et al., 2009]. We also analyze entity matching,
traditionally performed with learning approaches or handcrafted rules, which has recently re-
sorted to example-based solutions (Section 2.4). Finally, we present a selection of example-based
systems that proposes interfaces for example-based methods through query reformulation and
tree-like navigation (Section 2.5).

2.1 PRELIMINARIES
This chapter requires a fundamental knowledge of the relational model Codd [1970] and a pre-
liminary understanding of relational algebra. We briefly introduce the basic definitions and no-
tations, but refer the reader to a relevant textbook [Abiteboul et al., 1995] for an exhaustive
introduction to relational databases.

A relation is a table identified by a name and a set of attributes from a finite universe
U D fA1; :::; Amg of possible attributes.
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2.1. PRELIMINARIES 13
A database schema is a finite nonempty set of relation names fR1; :::; Rng and relation

schemas RŒU � identified by the set of attributes. Each attribute A takes values from an infinite
set dom1 called the domain.

Example 2.2 The Baseball database in Figure 2.1 contains four relations
fMaster; Salary; Team; Battingg. Each relation is identified by its name and set of attributes. For
instance, the relation Master is represented by MasterŒpID; name; country; weight; bat; throw�.
The database schema is depicted in Figure 2.2.

Master

pID  Name Country Weight Bat � row

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

A

B

C

D

E

U.S.

U.S.

U.S.

Germany

Japan

85

72

80

72

72

R

R

R

L

R

L

R

L

R

R 

Salary

pID Year Salary

P1

P3

P5

2003

2002

2004

80

35

60

Team

Team Year Rank

PIT

PIT

CHA

2001

2002

2004

7

4

3

 

Batting

pID StintYear Team HR

P1

P1

P2

P2

P3

P4

P5

2001

2003

2001

2002

2004

2001

2004

2

2

1

1

2

3

3

PIT

MLI

PIT

PIT

CHA

PIT

CHA

40

50

73

40

35

30

60

Figure 2.1: Baseball statistics database.

Master Salary

Batting

Team

Figure 2.2: Schema graph.

A relation instance for a relation R is a set of tuples ft1; :::; trg. A tuple in the relation
instance of R is a total mapping u from RŒU � to dom, and is represented as a sequence hA1 W

v1; :::; Ar W vri. Typically, attribute values are represented as columns in the relation, and tuples
as rows. A database instance is a set of relation instances. In the example in Figure 2.1, the tuple
corresponding to the first row of the relation Salary is hpID W P1; year W 2003; salary W 80i.
1We adopt the model used in Abiteboul et al. [1995], even though attributes may have different domains.
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14 2. RELATIONALDATA
A relational database allows queries, which might entail combinations of the projection,

selection, join, and grouping operators. Such operators allow conditions on the resulting tuples on
specific attributes (projection), filtering attribute values (selection), connectingmultiple relations
(join), and aggregating tuples by values and computing statistics (grouping). The answer of a
query Q on the database D is the set Q.D/ of tuples satisfying the conditions in Q.

2.2 REVERSEENGINEERINGQUERIES (REQ)
Reverse engineering queries studies the problem of inferring the SQL query that returns the
answers the user provides as an example [Tran et al., 2014]. This approach avoids the daunting
task of formulating a query by allowing the user to provide few examples of values that con-
stitute a subset of the intended result. The intended result of a query is a set of tuples T in a
relational database D. Reverse engineering queries (REQ) aims at discovering a set of queries
Q (if possible) that produce the results (or a superset of ) Q.D/ of an unknown query Q, or a set
of k queries from Q.

Problem 2.3 Reverse engineering queries Given a relational database D, a set of tuples T ,
return a set of k queries Q D fQ1; :::; Qkg such that the answers Q1.D/; :::; Qk.D/ to such
queries are approximately or exactly the tuples in T , i.e., Qi .D/ � T; i D 1; :::; k.

During the last few years, we have witnessed a proliferation of REQ methods. The ap-
proaches differ on whether the queries return approximately, or precisely the set of example
tuples, and on the different query operators considered on the reverse engineering process. For
compactness, we represent each query with relational algebra notation; a complete description
of relational algebra can be found in Garcia-Molina [2008]. A problem related to that of REQ
is the generation of databases for testing using the results of a query as input [Binnig et al.,
2007a,b]. However, the generation of test-databases does not provide the ground for exploratory
analytics, but rather for algorithm testing. In the following sections, we offer an overview of the
main REQ methods. A taxonomy of the different approaches is shown in Figure 2.3.

2.2.1 EXACTREVERSEENGINEERING
In cases like debugging, query optimization, or database understanding, there is the need to
find a set of queries that strictly return those answers with no missing or extra elements in
the answer-set. Exact methods can return the queries once in one step [Tran et al., 2009, 2014,
Weiss and Cohen, 2017, Zhang et al., 2013], or may engage the user in an interactive refinement
approach [Li et al., 2015a]. In the first case, the output is the set of queries that return the
examples the user provided, while in the second, the user can refine the set of queries that were
returned by providing feedback.
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2.2. REVERSEENGINEERINGQUERIES (REQ) 15

REQ

Exact

One-step Interactive Minimal Top-k

Approximate

QbO [Tran et al., 2009]

REJQ [Zhang et al., 2013;

Weiss and Cohen, 2017]

S4 [Psallidas et al., 2015]

PALEO [Panev and Michel,

2016]

QFE [Li et al., 2015a] DQET [Shen et al., 2014]

TALOS [Tran et al., 2014]

Figure 2.3: Reverse Engineering Queries (REQ).

One-Step Approaches

QuerybyOutput (QbO) [Tranet al., 2009] is the first attempt to solve REQ.Query byOutput
aims at finding a set of instance-equivalent queries Q0 �D Q. Two queries are instance equiv-
alent if they produce the same output on a database D, i.e., Q0.D/ D Q.D/. Finding instance-
equivalent queries is hard even if restricted to selection and projection predicates [Weiss and
Cohen, 2017].

Example 2.4 Figure 2.1 shows a sample database of baseball statistics about players, teams,
salaries, team ranks. In particular, the Batting table (b) contains the seasons, the number of
home runs (HR), the teams and the year. The user provides the tuples identifying two players
(B,PIT) and (E, CHA). Instance equivalent queries are

• Q1 D �country.�batD0R0^throwD0R0.Master//,

• Q2 D �country.�batD0R0^weight�72.Master//, and

• Q3 D �country.�batD0R0.Master//.

In its core, Query by Output searches the schema of the database for core relations that
are necessary to return the results Q.D/ of the unknown query Q. The schema of the database
can be represented as a schema graph of relations connected through foreign-keys. For instance,
the schema graph for the database in Figure 2.1 is the one in Figure 2.2. With such intuitive
representation, a set of join operations can be defined as a subgraph in the schema graph. Any
addition to such subgraphs is a different query to be considered. Algorithm 2.1 illustrates the
main steps to return the set of instance-equivalent queries Q. Once the subgraphs are retrieved,
the join relations are computed for each subgraph (Line 6).
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16 2. RELATIONALDATA

Algorithm 2.1Query by Output
Input: Query Q, database D, Q.D/

Output: REQ queries Q
1: S  Core relations of Q

2: Q ;
3: for each schema subgraph G that contains S do
4: J  JoinRelations.G/

5: DT  EnumerateDecisionTrees.J /

6: for each DT 2 DT do
7: Q0  QueryFromTree.DT/

8: Q Q [ fQ0g

9: end for
10: end for

After having determined the join relations, the algorithm needs to find the selection con-
ditions (e.g., weight�72). Enumerating all possible selection conditions is infeasible because of a
large number of combinations. However, the problem can be cast as learning a decision bound-
ary. More specifically, after joining the tables, all the user’s tuples T are marked as positives and
the remaining as negatives. In this way, the problem translates to finding a decision tree DT that
correctly retains the positive tuples and none of the negative ones (Line 5). If such a tree exists,
the valid queries Q0 are obtained by traversing the tree from the root to the leaves (Line 7–
8). Figure 2.4a shows a (simplified) example for a join table JDMaster‰Batting‰Team for the
user tuples TDf.B,PIT/; .E,CHA/g. Tuples t5 and t6 match (B,PIT), while tuple t7 matches (E,
CHA), the remaining are marked as negative (7). Figure 2.4b shows one tree corresponding the
join table J : the decision tree represents potential queries such as Q0 D �name�stint>1^HR>50/.J /,
which returns the tuple Q0.D/ D ft7g.

Master

Name Bat � row Stint HR Team

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

A

A

C

D

B

B

E

R

L

R

L

R

R

R

L

R

L

R

R

R

R

2

2

2

3

1

1

3

40

50

35

30

73

40

60

PIT

ML1

CHA

PIT

PIT

PIT

CHA

✗

✗

✗

✗

✔ 

✔

✔

(a) J = Master ⋉ Batting ⋉ Team (b) Decision tree

1

2 3

4 5

stint≤1

HR≤50 HR>50

stint>1

{t5, t6}

{t1, t3, t4, t6} {t7}

Figure 2.4: A simplified join table and decision tree for TDf.B,PIT/; .E,CHA/g.
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2.2. REVERSEENGINEERINGQUERIES (REQ) 17
Reverse Engineering Complex Join Queries (REJQ) [Zhang et al., 2013] extends QbO se-
mantics to return all the possible join relations given the user tuples T . The method builds on
the idea of the schema graph, and instead of constraining the joins to a path in the graph, the
method returns complex join relations (walks).

Example 2.5 Consider for instance the query on the database in Figure 2.1 asking for pairs
of player names that belong to the same team. Such a query requires to join twice on the tables
Master and Batting and, as such, cannot be represented as a path on the schema graph in Fig-
ure 2.2, but rather with a walk Master1—Batting—Master2, where Master1 and Master2 are
copies of the Master relation.

As the example above shows, enumerating all the possible walks to find complex join
queries is unfeasible: there is no way to know when to stop traversing the same tables multiple
times, i.e., the algorithm would walk in a loop. REJQ remedies to this problem with a natural
observation: complex joins can be seen as an aggregation of multiple join paths with a common
central table, called a star. In the previous example, two Master—Batting paths are aggregated
into one.

Once all the stars are returned, simpler queries are obtained by merging nodes that cor-
respond to duplicate tables. For instance, the join query Q0 W Master1 ‰Batting‰ Master2 ,
can be merged into the query Q00 W Master ‰Batting. Queries are generated by merge oper-
ations within a lattice of queries with the star query on top and the queries obtained by one
merge operation in each level. As such, the number of queries in the lattice is exponential in the
number of copies of the tables in the star graph. Queries generated by merging return progres-
sively fewer tuples due to the more restrictive conditions. In particular, if Q00 is a merge of Q0

Q00.D/ � Q0.D/. This observation yields to the early pruning of redundant and uninformative
queries.

In the last step, REJQ verifies whether a generated query Q0 returns exactly the exam-
ple tuples, i.e., it checks whether T

‹
D Q0.D/. If the verification check succeeds, Q0 is added

into the set of the returned queries Q. The overview of the REJQ procedure is presented in
Algorithm 2.2.

Iterative Approaches
An iterative approach drives the user toward the definition of a query through simple steps.
Query From Examples (QFE) [Li et al., 2015a] considers this as a key aspect and proposes
a method that restricts the (potentially large) set of queries returned by traditional methods.
Consider as input examples the players A and C from Figure 2.1, hence the example tuples are
TDfA; C g. For simplicity, we consider a database containing only the table Master. Possible
queries returning T are

• Q1D�throwD0L0.Master/,
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18 2. RELATIONALDATA

Algorithm 2.2Reverse Engineering Complex Join Queries
Input: Query Q, database D, Q.D/, max distance dmax

Output: REQ queries Q
1: while d < dmax do
2: Compute schema walks of some length d

3: Create stars from valid walks that return the tuples T

4: Create the lattice merging nodes in each star
5: Test each query Q0 whether T D Q0.D/

6: end while

• Q2D�weight�80.Master/,

• and Q3D�countryD0USA0^weight>72.Master/.

What is the best way to select the query for the user?
QFE offers a simple but effective interaction with the user, based on a modified database

D0, and the results obtained by the queries Q updated according to D0. A modified database is a
database in which values of some tuples are altered to exclude some of the proposed queries Q.
Consider the new databaseD0 in Figure 2.5a, the weight of player P3 has been changed from 80
to 79. In this way, query Q2 (Figure 2.5b) returns only tuple A. The modified database and the
updated resultsets are then presented to the user. The user is then invited to select the desired
resultset among those of each query in the new database D0. If the user selects Q2.D0/ then the
system can infer that the only correct query is Q2. Otherwise, the database is modified again
until only one query is selected. The entire process clearly terminates, since the set of queries is
reduced at each iteration.

pID Name Country Weight Bat � row

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

A

B

C

D

E

U.S.

U.S.

U.S.

Germany

Japan

85

72

79

72

72

R

R

R

L

R

L

R

L

R

R

�1 = σthrow=ʹLʹ ( ʹ)       �1( ʹ)={A, C}

�2 = σweight ≥ 80( ʹ)      �2( ʹ)={A}

�3 = σcountry=ʹU.S.ʹ ( ʹ)  �3( ʹ)={A, C}

^weight > 72

(a) Modified database  ʹ (b) Queries and results on  

Figure 2.5: A modified db (a); the queries and their validity on tuples T D A; C (b).

In short, the QFE approach entails two steps that are interleaved with the user feedback:
(1) query generation and (2) database generation.
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2.2. REVERSEENGINEERINGQUERIES (REQ) 19
(1) Query generation initially takes the database D, and the examples T and returns reverse

engineered queries. Any one-step approach for reverse engineering serves the purpose;
QFE uses Query by Output [Tran et al., 2009] to compute the query.

(2) Database generation generates a new database from the queriesQ computed in the previous
step. The purpose of query generation is to find a database which partitions the queries
Q into k subsets Q1; :::;Qk , for which the modified database is similar to the original
database D. There is an exponential number of databases that can be generated from the
initial one. As such, Li et al. [2015a] propose a cost function based on the overhead of
editing the existing database and the future overhead. The cost is computed as

C.D0/ D ı.D;D0/C ˇ � n„ ƒ‚ …
Database cost

C

kX
iD1

ı.T; Qi .D0//„ ƒ‚ …
Results cost

CN
ı.D;D0/

�
C ˇ„ ƒ‚ …

Checkup D0

C
2

k

kX
iD1

ı.T; Qi .D0//„ ƒ‚ …
Checkup results

;

where ı is an edit distance computed on the tuples, n is the number of modified tuples,
N D log2 maxfjQ1j; :::; jQkjg is an upper bound of the number of iterations to find the
correct query, � is the number of modified tuples, and ˇ is a normalization parameter.
Since finding a database D0 that minimizes the cost is hard, QFE adopts a multi-objective
(skyline) approach thatmaximizes each of the individual costs independently and generates
databases that have minimum individual costs among those four.

Exact Reverse Engineering Complexity
Finding queries that return exactly the set of results the user wants is intuitively a hard task.
Recently, work by Weiss and Cohen [2017] addressed the question on how hard that is and
found that REQ’s time complexity depends on the relational operators to infer and on the limits
on the size of the query, the number of joins (or tables), and the number of examples provided.
Intuitively, constraints might pose additional challenges or restrict the search and simplify the
solution. Furthermore, the complexity changes whenever the constraint is a constant or part of
the input since the complexity grows with input size. Figure 2.6 shows the complexity of each
operator when the size of the query is not bounded.

Similarly,Weiss andCohen [2017] reports complexity analysis for bounded queries, where
the size of the query is a number k. In the case of bounded queries, the complexity typically
increases as the problem reduces to Cover problems (Set-Cover, Vertex-Cover). For instance,
returning a query of bounded size allowing only the select (�) operator reduces to find a subset
of attributes that covers the entire set of examples (Set-Cover) which is NP-complete. However,
if the query is constant, the problem becomes polynomial as the exponent in the complexity is
fixed.
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Unbounded

None | Schema | Examples

π

P | - | -

π, σ

NPC   P{=},NPC{≠}       P

σ

π, σ, ⋉

⋉

P | - | -

σ⋉

P | - | -

⋉

                        FPT{=}         W[3]C

P | - | -

π, 

  DP                 P                   DP

 DP            P{=},NPC{≠}         DP

W[1]H{=},coW[1]C 

W[1]H{=},coW[1]C 

Figure 2.6: Complexity classes for unbounded queries and different query operators (�; �;‰).
For each node in the lattice, we report the complexity when we constrain none of the input (first
column), only the number of joins (second colmun), or only the number of examples (third
column). The last row of each node shows the complexity when the constraints are treated as
input as opposed to constants (second row). The complexity for D;¤ conditions in joins or
selections are reported separately.

2.2.2 APPROXIMATEREVERSEENGINEERING
As analyzed previously, finding a query that exactly returns the examples the user provides is
often impractical or even impossible. Approximate reverse engineering has been proposed to
address the rigidity of the exact approaches in the previous section, yet deviating minimally
from the user input. Approximate methods either return the closest query to the user examples
(minimal queries) [Shen et al., 2014] or k queries which can approximately return the user
examples (top-k) queries [Panev and Michel, 2016, Psallidas et al., 2015].

Minimal Queries
Shen et al. [2014] proposed the first solution for approximate reverse engineering of queries.
To allow more flexible combinations of queries, instead of a set of tuples, the user provides an
example table. An example table is a table where each cell might be filled with a value or left
empty. Given an example table T , a valid Project-Join Query is a query Q such that there exists
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2.2. REVERSEENGINEERINGQUERIES (REQ) 21
a mapping from the attributes in T to the columns in the databaseD for each row in T and each
column, the corresponding mapped attribute contains the value of the said column.

Example 2.6 Consider the example in Figure 2.7, where is represented the database for a
computer retailer which also provides repair services for employees. A user possesses partial
information about customer names, devices, and the application used, but does not know how to
find the rest with a query. Shen et al. [2014] respond to this need by using the partial information
of the table in Figure 2.7b to derive a set of queries. Such set of queries is depicted at the bottom
of Figure 2.7b.

CustI

Customer

Customer Device App Device AppEmployee

Employee

Employee

Owner ESR

ESR ESR

Device App

Sales

D CustName SID CustID DevID AppID

c1

c2

c3

Mike Jones

May Smith

Bob Evans

s1

s2

s3

c1

c2

c3

d1

d2

d3

a1

a2

a3

EmpID EmpName DevID DevName AppID AppName

e1

e2

e3

Mike Jones

Mary Lee

Bob Nash

d1

d2

d3

! inkP

iPad Air

Nexus 7

ad X1 a1

a2

a3

Offi  ce 2014

Evernote

Dropbox

OID EmpID DevID AppID ESRID EmpID AppID Desc

o1

o2

o3

e1

e2

e3

d1

d3

d3

a1

a3

a2

sr1

sr2

e1

e2

a1

a3

Offi  ce crash

Dropbox sync

 

A B C

Mike

Mary

Bob

! inkPad

iPad

Offi  ce

Dropbox

T:

Sales Owner

DeviceEmployee

Owner

DeviceApp

Owner

CQ1 CQ2

CQ3 CQ4

(a) An example database. Arrows represent foreign-key 
relationships.

(b) Example table and candidate 
queries

Figure 2.7: (a) A database of a computer retailer, (b) an example table and the candidate reverese
queries.

There is a considerable number of queries that can be generated, but a closer look reveals
substantial redundancies. In particular, column A in Figure 2.7b can refer to both attributes
CustName and EmpName; however, one of the attributes is redundant. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to focus on minimal queries: a valid query Q is minimal if every column is mapped in
the database exactly once. Shen et al. [2014] provide a solution to the problem of efficiently
discovering minimal project join queries (MPJQ) given an example table T .

The solution for MPJQ entails two steps (described in Algorithm 2.3). First, a set of
minimal candidate queries are generated; second, a verification removes queries that are not
valid. While generation and verification can be done separately, such an approach can potentially
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22 2. RELATIONALDATA
discover a large set of invalid queries which could be removed with a smart pruning. In the
example above, out of the four candidate queries CQ1; :::; CQ4 only CQ1 is valid, the others, by
joining the table Owner, invalidate the second row of example table T .

Algorithm 2.3Minimal Project Joing Queries
Input: Query Q, database D, Q.D/

Output: REQ queries Q
1: S  Core relations of Q

2: Q ;
3: for each schema subgraph G that contains S do
4: J  JoinRelations.G/

5: DT  EnumerateDecisionTrees.J /

6: for each DT 2 DT do
7: Q0  QueryFromTree.DT/

8: Q Q [ fQ0g

9: end for
10: end for

A better approach for MPJQ considers redundancies of the overlapping structures in the
query trees. For instance, the subtree Owner-Employee-Device is common in query CQ2 and
CQ3 in Figure 2.7b. By observing common structures, one can prune queries faster: if the val-
idation in the subtree fails, then both CQ2 and CQ3 are invalid. As a further speedup, MPJQ
proposes an adaptive verification which verifies substructures in a specific order as to minimize
the number of validations. Finding a sequence that minimizes the number of validation is hard
since even if the valid/invalid substructures are known finding the minimum number of selec-
tion corresponds to solving the SET-COVER problem [Karp, 1972]. The adopted solution is
greedy, in that it selects at each iteration the substructure which is contained in the maximum
number of candidate queries.

Top-k Queries
MPJQ returns queries whose answer contains the entire example table T and potentially addi-
tional other tuples. MPJQ presumes that the user is aware on some tuples of the database and
is interested in completing the results with an unknown query. On the other hand, exploratory
analytics often enjoy more substantial freedom in the specifications, in a way that the results are
only partially returned, but the user has a better understanding of the data. S4 [Psallidas et al.,
2015] targets the exploratory intent and proposes a top-k approach for example-based query
reverse engineering.

The main idea driving S4 is that a candidate query can return some columns or some
rows of the example table T without returning complete tuples. In this regard, S4 builds upon
MPJQ assigning a score score.T jQ/ to each query Q. Such score is a linear combination of a
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2.2. REVERSEENGINEERINGQUERIES (REQ) 23
row similarity scorerow.T jQ/ and a column similarity scorecol.T jQ/ between the results of the
query Q.D/ and the example table T

score.T jQ/ D
˛ � scorerow.T jQ/C .1 � ˛/ � scorecol.T jQ/

1C ln.1C ln jQj/ ; (2.1)

where the size of the query jQj is the number of joined tables and ˛ 2 Œ0; 1� regulates the im-
portance of the row and the column similarity. A value of ˛ close to 1 penalizes missing rows,
while as ˛ approaches 0 missing columns are penalized. In this way, the relative importance of
the reverse queries can fit different purposes and datasets.

The row similarity expresses how many rows of the example table T are correctly returned
by the query Q and is expressed as

scorerow.T jQ/ D
X
t2T

max
r2Q.D/

score.t jr/; (2.2)

where score.t jr/ sums the similarity of the individual cells of the tuples with the corresponding
(mapped) cells in the row r in the results Q.D/. The cell similarity can be then computed exactly,
i.e., by comparing the strings, or with approximate similarities among strings and values [Gomaa
and Fahmy, 2013]. The motivation to compute the maximum score lays in the possibility to
return more tuples than those in the example table. Similarly, the column similarity is computed
on each column and cell in the columns of T . The computation of the score for query CQ1 is
shown in Figure 2.8. Finally, S4 returns a set of k minimal project-join queries that have the
smallest overall score.

Since the enumeration of all the project-join queries is impractical, S4 computes an upper
bound on the row-score, based on the column store. In fact, the row-score cannot be larger than
the column score which does not take into account the sequence of values in the example tuples.
Moreover, the search for the minimal project-join queries can be reduced further by reasoning
on trees and subtrees as in MPJQ and fast caching of subtrees. Such a strategy allows in the
experiments by Psallidas et al. [2015] the computation of results in less than 1 s.

Top-k AggregationQueries
Until now, we have discussed algorithms in which the query operators are restricted to project
(�), select (�), and join (‰). A natural extension is to consider also aggregation such as average,
maximum, minimum, and sum. This scenario arises when a user has proposed the top-k items
with respect to some criteria. For instance, in the database in Figure 2.1, we can consider a list of
players and their maximumHR (home-run rate) is returned. Such queries require an aggregation
over the Batting table.

PALEO [Panev and Michel, 2016] proposes a solution to the problem of reverse engi-
neering database queries when the input is a set of k items with a ranking value.

PALEO takes as input a table L with two columns, a list of items and a value for each item,
and computes a query Q which returns the items in the same order and aggregated using the
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inkP

T:

scorerow (T |CQ1) = 3 + 2 = 5
scorecol (T |CQ1) = 2 + 2 + 1 = 5
score (T |CQ1) = α ∙ 5 + (1 - α) ∙ 5

(a) A query and its results (b) Example table and scores for query CQ1

CQ1(�):

CQ1:

Figure 2.8: Scores computed in S4 for an example table.

WHERE
Predicates

Top-k list L

Candidate
Verification

Database
Ranking
Criteria

Query Generation

Figure 2.9: The PALEO system.

value. PALEO selects the tuples in the database matching the items in L and generates candidate
queries selecting first the right predicates in the WHERE clause and then in the ranking criteria.
Finally, PALEO validates the candidate queries on the database. Figure 2.9 shows the steps and
components of the PALEO system.

Challenges andFutureDirections:Although the advancements in query reverse engineer-
ing have paved a path toward systems requiring little or no user expertise in query languages
by allowing example-based approaches, no commercial system supports such semantics. On
the research side, while REQ shows maturity in the solutions, it still lacks proper bench-
marks for testing the results on different hardness. In particular, no solution considers the
hardness of examples provided as input. Moreover, indexes and other structures are hardly
taken into account. A missing tile in current solutions is a user model which explicitly em-
braces the differences and the preferences of users. If such a model is integrated, better
results could be achieved with techniques similar to query refinement and interactive query
formulation [Dimitriadou et al., 2016, Mishra and Koudas, 2009, Mottin et al., 2013].
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2.3 SCHEMAMAPPING
Interactive example-based methods found application besides query reverse engineering. In par-
ticular, they have been employed in complex tasks, such as schema mapping, where the human
intervention is beneficial or even unavoidable. The natural specification through examples ap-
plies to other tasks as well, such as explaining and mapping tuples in databases with different
schemas [Popa et al., 2002, Yan et al., 2001].

Definition 2.7 A schema mapping is a correspondence M D .S; T; †/ between the attributes
in the schema S of a source database and the schema T of a target database. In a mapping M,
† is a set of specifications denoted with �1 ! �2, where �1; �2 are first-order logic formulas on
the attributes of S and T, respectively.

M
1
 : ∀xy(!(x,y) → #(x,y)), ∀x($ (x) → %(x)

M
2
 : ∀xy(!(x,y) ∧ $ (x) → #(x,y)),

          ∀xy(!(x,y) ∧ $ (x) → %(x))

M
3
 : ∀xy(!(x,y) → # (x,y) ∧ %(x))

!(', *)
$(a)

#(', *)
%(a)

# : Source + : Target

Figure 2.10: A source and target database schema and candidate schema mapping from source
to target.

Example 2.8 Consider the two sample databases in Figure 2.10. The source database contains
two tables, R and P ; the target database other two tables S and Q. Multiple mappings are
possible among these two databases. Mapping M1 for instance maps every tuple in R with a
tuple in S , and every tuple in P with a tuple in Q. This mapping does not preserve the foreign
key in S and Q, which is maintained by M2 and M3. Mapping M3, on the other hand, is the
smallest mapping which preserves the global and local views on the source database.

This section presents a compendium of example-driven schema mapping techniques which
are not intended to be exhaustive but to give an idea of the flexibility of examples for solving
more complex tasks in the relational domain. These techniques are beneficial in an exploration
setting because it helps in exploring an unfamiliar database T by identifying correspondences
in the contents of a more familiar database S . Ten Cate et al. [2013] presented an exhaustive
tutorial on example-driven schema mapping solutions. We analyze two different strategies: the
generation of examples from schema mapping for explanation, and the example-driven schema
mapping.

2.3.1 FROMSCHEMAMAPPINGTOEXAMPLES
A first family of methods generates data examples to explain complex mappings. AData example
is a pair .I; J / of databases I from the source schema S and J from the target schema T. A
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uniquely characterizing set of data examples is a set of data example in which there is only one
schema mapping that “fits” the set of data examples. Such works, more notably the one by Alexe
et al. [2011a], assume the schema mapping is already provided, which is a prerogative of expert
users. Alexe et al. [2011a] provides the foundation and the characterization of the examples
required to explain a mapping between two datasets, but do not develop the idea how to return
possible mappings for a set of examples. As such, we do not expand on such techniques further.

Remark 2.9 The name data example might be confusing. In this case, it is defined as a pair of
data instances or a dataset and not a pair of tuples as previously used.

2.3.2 EXAMPLE-DRIVEN SCHEMAMAPPING
Instead of providing a data example for an already existing schema mapping, example-driven
schema mapping discovers the relationships among the datasets via the input user examples.
Approaches for example-driven schema mapping can require the user to provide one or more
data examples [Alexe et al., 2011b, Cate et al., 2013, Gottlob and Senellart, 2010] or ask ques-
tions on the validity of the generated mapping based on few exemplar tuples [Bonifati et al.,
2016]. The latter approach tends to advantage user interactions, while the first requires a fully
specified pair of datasets to map the source to the target scheme.

SchemaMapping Based onData Examples
Schema mapping based on data examples requires the user to provide datasets from the source
and the target schema as examples. EIRENE [Alexe et al., 2011b] takes a fitting approach
on the data examples and return the most general fitting schema to such examples. Gottlob
and Senellart [2010] finds a schema mapping with a minimal cost, where the cost is defined
on the size of the schema mapping and how well it fits the data example. Cate et al. [2013]
applies statistical learning theories to determine the power and the limitations of the algorithmic
methods for obtaining schema mapping from data examples.

EIRENE[Alexe et al., 2011b] finds the smallest schema mapping given a certain universal data
example .I; J /. A universal data example J is the “most general” solution for I given a global
and local (GLAV) schema mapping M D .S; T; †/. Testing whether a fitting GLAV exists
is …P

2 -complete. If such schema mapping exists its construction requires polynomial time by
taking the conjunction of the facts in I on the left-hand side of the mapping specification and
the conjunction of the facts in J on the right-hand side of the specification. Conversely, if no
mapping exists, the user can correct the data examples.

Gottlob–Senellart (GS) [Gottlob and Senellart, 2010] takes an optimization approach which
returns a mapping with a minimal cost with respect to a data example .I; J /. Assuming a map-
ping M which does not fit a data example, GS defines a “repair” language which refines such
mapping until the repaired mapping fits the data example. However, the space of the possible
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repairs is exponential. Therefore, GS defines a cost as the size of the smallest repair that fits the
data example. GS than returns the mapping with the minimum repairing cost. GS, as opposed
to EIRENE, is always guaranteed to find a valid mapping.

Example 2.10 Consider the data example .I D fR.a1; b1/; R.a2; b2/; R.a3; b3/; R.a4; b4/g;

J D fS.a1; c1/; S.a2; c2/; S.a3; c3/; S.d; e/g/ and the mapping R.x; y/! 9zS.x; z/. Such
mapping excludes S.d; e/ which is instead part of the data example. A possible repaired
schema mapping which fits the data example is R.x; y/ ^ x ¤ a4 ! 9zS.x; z/

V
i .x D ai !

z D ci /; S.d; e/.

The repair procedure takes a GLAV schema mapping M and (1) extends its left-hand
side with additional conditions of the form x D c and x ¤ c, (2) extends its right-hand side
with conditions of the form .xa D c1 ^ ::: ^ xn D cn/! y D d , (3) adds the ground facts to
the schema mapping (i.e., facts on the relations).

The size of the repaired schema mapping is the number of occurrences of variables and
constant symbols, where ground facts R.a1; :::; an/ have size 3n since the formula can be thought
as 9x1:::9xnR.x1:::xn/ ^ x1 D c1 ^ ::: ^ xn D cn.

Example 2.11 Consider the repair †1 D R.x; y/ ^ x ¤ a4 ! 9zS.x; z/
V

i .x D ai ! z D

ci /; S.d; e/ in Example 2.10; its size is j†1j D 3 � 2C 2„ ƒ‚ …
R.x;y/^x¤a4

C 3 � 2C 4„ ƒ‚ …
9zS.x;z/:::

C 3 � 2„ƒ‚…
S.d;e/

D 24.

The cost cost.I;J /.M/ of a schema mapping M with data example .I; J / is the size of the
smallest repair of M fitting .I; J /. Finally, the problem of GS is the following. Given a data
example .I; J / find a schema mapping M� such that the cost.I;J /.M�/ is minimum

M� D argmin
M

cost.I;J /.M/:

Gottlob and Senellart [2010] proves that such problem is hard under different conditions, like
finding a mapping with cost.I;J /.M/ < k (…p

2 -hard), or finding schema mapping without ex-
istential (9) quantifiers (…p

2 -hard and DP-hard), while corresponding decision problems are
NP-hard.

SchemaMapping Based on Exemplar Tuples
Among the different methods for schema mapping, the one proposed by Bonifati et al. [2017]
is the only one that engages the user in an interactive process to return schema mappings for any
database. This approach explicitly targets novice users allowing them to specify tuples ES from
the source databases and ET from the target database. The tuples are employed in the generation
of an initial rigid mapping, which is subsequently refined and relaxed by asking simple Boolean
questions to the user. The overall process is always guaranteed to produce a mapping M0 which
generalizes an undisclosed mapping M in the user’s mind. The flow of Bonifati et al. [2017]
approach is depicted in Figure 2.11.
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The refinement procedure in Figure 2.11 involves two separate steps: atom refinement and

join refinement. Atom refinement simplifies the left-hand side of the initially generated rule by
exploring the lattice of all possible atoms and pruning those that are invalidated by the user. Join
refinement takes each rule generated by atom refinement, identifies redundant joins entailed by
multiple occurrences of a given variable, and asks the user about the validity of small sets of
tuples.

Normalization

Atom
Refinement

Join
Refinement

Input: Set of examples

Output: Refined mapping

(E1, E1) … En, En)
S T S T

∑norm

∑atRef

∑final

Question

Yes/No

Question

Yes/No

Figure 2.11: Interactive schema mapping (based on Bonifati et al. [2017]).

Challenges andFutureDirections: Schema mapping using examples shows that example-
based approaches can substantially help the definition and the solution of complex tasks
with intuitive inputs. The need for more specialized solutions should go beyond a few data
tasks. Among all the methods, the Bonifati et al. [2017] is the only one that engages the
user in the mapping process, while the others assume that at least a source and a target
database is available. However, such mapping specification seeks for global mappings in-
stead of localized approaches in some parts of the database.

Moreover, mapping algorithms allow no error or approximations. An interesting
question is whether more approximate mappings could be returned, even if the database
is incomplete or noisy.

2.4 DATACLEANING
Data cleaning [Ganti and Sarma, 2013] refers to practices and techniques that, once applied
to a given dataset, enforce the consistency of the values, the attributes, and the schema. Data
cleaning practices assess the validity, the accuracy, the completeness, the consistency, and the
uniformity of the data. Preserving such properties requires an extensive knowledge of the data
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and the schema. While example-based methods facilitate daunting data cleaning tasks, there has
been little development in said area. We describe two works in the area which perform entity
matching (Section 2.4.1) and data repairing (Section 2.4.2) involving the user in the process.

2.4.1 ENTITYMATCHING
Entity matching (EM) is one of the steps of Entity Resolution [Christophides et al., 2015,
Papadakis and Palpanas, 2018, Papadakis et al., 2015, 2016, 2018], which refers to methods
designed to find mentions of the same entities across different databases (a.k.a. record linkage),
or duplicates in the same database (a.k.a. deduplication). EM is the step of the process that esti-
mates the similarity of candidate matches, and several of the proposed methods rely on example
matching/non-matching tuples, or handcrafted rules that define how to match values among
different tuples.

Example 2.12 Consider the database in Figure 2.12 with two relations
R.name; adress; email; nation; gender/ and S.name; apt; email; country; sex/. A possible
EM rule can be:

'1 W rŒname� �1 sŒname� ^ rŒaddress� �2 sŒapt� ^ rŒemail� D sŒemail�
^ rŒnation� � sŒcountry� ^ rŒgender� � sŒsex�;

where�1 and�2 are potentially two different similarity functions among the values in the tuples
(e.g., edit distance). The rule '1 returns true if the values in all the mentioned attributes are equal
or similar.

Name Address Email Nation Gender

r1 Catherine Z.-Jones 9601 Wilshire, Beverly Hills, CA,  90210 c.jones@a.com Wales F

r2 C. Zeta-Jones 3rd Floor, Beverly Hills, CA, 90210 c.jones@a.com U.S. F

r3 Michael Jordan Michigan Avenue, Suite 2913, Chicago U.S. M

r4 Bob Dylan Avenue of the Americas, NY, 10020 U.S. M

Name Apt Email Nation Sex

s1 Catherine Z.-Jones 3rd Floor, Beverly Hills, CA, 90210 c.jones@a.com Wales F

s2 B. Dylan Avenue of the Americas, NY, 10020 bob.dylan@a.com U.S. M

s3 Michael Jordan Evans Hall, Berkley, CA 94720 j@cs.berkley.edu U.S. M

Instance of Schema �

Instance of Schema  

Figure 2.12: A sample database with two relations R and S .
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Rule discovery algorithms compute rules directly from the data as opposed to rules pro-

vided by domain experts. Among other characteristics, RuleSynth utilizes General Boolean For-
mulas (GBF), a richer logic for rules which express conjunction, disjunctions, and negations.
RuleSynth [Singh et al., 2017] is the first example-based approach to rule discovery.

RuleSynth aims at generating an optimal GBF by a set of examples E D EC [E�, where
EC is a set of pairs of matching tuples and E� are negative examples representing different
entities.

Problem 2.13 Rule discovery by example Given two relations R and S , a set of positive EC

and negative E� examples, similarity functions F among attributes in the relations, find a GBF
ˆ that maximizes some metric q.ˆ; EC; E�/! Œ0; 1� as a function of ˆ and the examples.

RuleSynth first formulates the problem as a Program Synthesis problem. In Program Syn-
thesis [Solar-Lezama, 2009], the aim is to find a program, defined by a particular grammar,
which satisfies a set of input-output example (behavioral constraints). Hence, RuleSynth solves
the problem using a solver, SKETCH [Solar-Lezama, 2009]. However, SKETCH solves the
exact problem in which the examples represent hard constraints that need to be always true.
Therefore, SKETCH as-is, cannot solve Problem 2.13. The proposed solution is based on sam-
pling the set of examples E and returns the best formula ˆ found with the SKETCH solver.
The random samples generate also counter-examples to improve the subset of E and avoiding
local optima.

2.4.2 INTERACTIVEDATAREPAIRING
Data repairing aims at detecting and correcting inconsistencies in data. Inconsistencies arise
when data is not adequately maintained (updated), or inaccuracies are injected by human inter-
vention or faulty code.

Example 2.14 Consider the dataset in Figure 2.13a representing data from a chemistry labora-
tory. The marked values have been incorrectly filled in and never updated. Inconsistent datasets
are detrimental to the quality of the experiments of that lab. On the other hand, a manual in-
tervention to fix the problem on potentially large datasets is expensive and cumbersome.

FALCON [He et al., 2016] is a data cleaning system that interactively updates inconsis-
tent values in a dirty database. The method relies on rules similar to those used in RuleSynth
and human feedback to fix the inconsistencies to the largest extent.

Consider again the inconsistent dataset in Figure 2.13a. A user would like to update
the incorrect cells with the values in Figure 2.13b. For instance, to correct the entry t3,
the user should substitute “N. Y.” with “New York.” Such entry-fix can be represented as
t3ŒLaboratory� “New York”. However, multiple entries might present the same error, and fix-
ing all of them manually is slow and ineffective.
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FALCON proposes an automatic generation of rules that fix inconsistencies in the data,

by asking the user to validate only a few of them. FALCON update rules are SQL queries
that take an attribute A in a relation T and change its value to a if all the Boolean conditions
X D t ŒX� on a set of attributes X hold on the entries. Such rules are translated into SQL queries
in the form

UPDATE T SET A D a WHERE X D t ŒX�:

For instance, a rule for t2 and t5 in Figure 2.13a that fixes the molecule name is UPDATE T SET
Molecule=’C22H28F ’ WHERE Molecule=’statin’ AND Laboratory=’Austin’.

tid Date Molecule Laboratory Quantity tid Date Molecule Laboratory Quantity

t1 11 Nov C16H16Cl Austin 200 t1 11 Nov C16H16Cl Austin 200

t2 12 Nov ustin 100 t2 12 Nov C22H28F Austin 100

t3 12 Nov C24 24H75 6 N.Y. 100 t3 12 Nov C H75SS 6 New York 100

t4 12 Nov statin Boston 200 t4 12 Nov C22H28F Boston 200

t5 13 Nov C22H28F Austin 200 t5 13 Nov C22H28F Austin 200

t6 15 Nov C17H20N Dubai 1,000 t6 15 Nov C17H20N Dubai 100

(a) Inconsistent table (b) Corrected table

statin A

Figure 2.13: A database of a chemistry lab.

Finding update rules is a hard problem since the number of combinations of attributes and
values is exponential even in the case of the closed-world semantics that FALCON adopts. Recall
that the closed-world semantics assumes that the only valid values for an attribute are those
present in the database. As such, the number of interactions with the user should be limited to
a budget B , and the benefit of these interactions to repair the dataset is maximized.

Problem 2.15 Budget Repair Problem Given a set Q of rules, a table T and a budget B , find
B rules from Q to maximize the number of repairs over T .

The Budget Repair Problem is NP-hard even in the static version, where the rules are
provided upfront by reduction from the Maximum-Coverage problem [Papadimitriou, 2003].
The proposed solution explores the lattice of the rules obtained from the relation � on the rules.
In particular, two rules Q and Q0 in the table T are in relation Q � Q0 if the tuples entailed
by Q are a subset of the tuples entailed by Q0, Q.T / � Q0.T /. The � relation determines an
effective method to check the validity of the set of rules.

[P1] If Q is valid, all Q0 such that Q0 � Q are valid.

[P2] If Q is invalid, all Q00 such that Q � Q00 are invalid.
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A rule lattice .Q;�/ is materialized from the � relation by drawing an arrow from Q to

Q0 if Q � Q0. While materializing the entire lattice is impractical even for few attributes and
values, the � relation offers a convenient pruning property. FALCON exploits this property by
implementing a binary search technique on rules appropriately sampled from the lattice.

The FALCON dive search algorithm (Algorithm 2.4) works iteratively, by asking at most
B questions to the user, and drilling down the lattice in a divide-and-conquer fashion.

Algorithm 2.4 FALCON - Dive Search
Input: Budget B , Table T

1: [Initialization] Materialize the top QC (more specific) and bottom node Q� (more generic,
no conditions in the WHERE clause) of the lattice, the set Q‹ D Q n .Q� [QC/ of candidate
rules to ask and the set Qv of rules verified by the user.

2: while B > 0 do
3: [Sort] Sort candidate rules based on the number of affected tuples.
4: [Binary jump] Select the next node Q to ask the user by traversing the lattice on a path

from Q.
5: if Q is valid then
6: Update table T with Q and include all Q0 � Q into QC

7: Update Q‹‹ with the rules Q00 such that Q � Q00

8: else
9: Update Q� with the rules Q00 such that Q � Q00

10: Update Q‹‹ with the rules Q0 � Q

11: end if
12: [New search space] If the path reached the maximum depth, search on the nodes that are

not linked to any verified node
13: B  B � 1

14: end while

Challenges and Future Directions: Data cleaning is of paramount interest to ensure the
quality of data and reliable results on analyses tasks. Example-based approaches pave the
way to intuitive interfaces and ensures data quality integrating user expertise. However,
current solutions do not exploit examples and leave little freedom to the user choices. So
far, the discovery process and the feedback is limited to query assessment [He et al., 2016]
while more complex questions could be asked to the user.

Seemingly, there is no sharing of expertise or knowledge among tasks and datasets;
if a user knows cleaned, or more accurate, data, such expertise should be transferred. This
knowledge transfer is related to inductive transfer in machine learning [West et al., 2007].
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